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Investment Environment
U.S. stocks rose over the early part of the quarter as markets regained their footing after
sliding in the wake of June’s Brexit results. Several benchmark indices then achieved
record highs, due, in part, to an array of well-received economic data. Job gains for June
and July were especially strong. Stocks then remained largely range-bound for much of
the rest of the period as investors turned their attention toward monetary policy. The
calm was broken as Federal Reserve (Fed) officials put forth the case that the economy
was nearing the point where interest rates should be raised. This caused a drop in
investor confidence, sending stocks lower. Ultimately, the Fed passed on a rate hike,
although the level of dissent among voting members increased. Despite the late-period
volatility, many equity benchmarks managed to finish the quarter with gains, led mostly
by cyclical sectors, while defensives lagged the broader market.
Overall, rates rose across the U.S. Treasury curve as a more risk-on mindset prevailed.
The shift upward was pronounced in the 2-year note, the maturity most sensitive to
rising rates. The yield on the 10-year note also rose, but to a lesser degree, ending
September at 1.59%, up from 1.47% at the end of June. The 30-year Treasury yield
ticked just slightly higher. Treasurys represented the worst performing sector in the
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index. Investment-grade corporate credit was
the strongest performing sector. Corporate credit was well bid during the quarter, and
spreads on both investment grade and high yield tightened.

Performance Discussion
The Fund, which seeks to provide more consistent returns over time by allocating across
the spectrum of fixed income and equity securities, underperformed the Balanced Index,
a blended benchmark of the S&P 500 Index (55%) and the Bloomberg Barclays U.S.
Aggregate Bond Index (45%). The Fund underperformed its primary benchmark, the
S&P 500 Index, and outperformed its secondary benchmark, the Bloomberg Barclays
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index.
Compared to the Balanced Index, the Fund remains overweight equities, with a 63%
allocation to stocks, approximately 37% in fixed income and a small portion in cash. Our
quarter-end allocation reflects our view that on a risk-adjusted basis, equities present
more attractive opportunities relative to fixed income. The equity weighting may vary
based on market conditions.
The Fund’s equity sleeve underperformed its benchmark, the S&P 500 Index. In a
reversal from the second quarter, defensive sectors struggled during the period, and our
underperformance was led by stock selection in consumer staples and health care.
Conversely, our lack of exposure to the two-worst performing sectors in the index,
telecommunication services and utilities, proved beneficial on a relative basis. Security
selection in financials also aided relative results.
Bristol-Myers Squibb, the largest contributor last quarter, was our largest detractor in the
third quarter. While its shares had risen earlier in the year on positive sentiment
surrounding its advanced melanoma drug, Opdivo, a disappointing clinical trial for the
drug’s use as a first-line treatment against a common form of lung cancer raised investor
concerns over the company’s perceived position as the leader in immuno-oncology. We
believe these concerns are overblown, and that a combination therapy of Opdivo and
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Executive Summary
• The Fund underperformed the
Balanced Index during the third
quarter of 2016.
• The equity sleeve
underperformed its benchmark,
driven largely by our holdings in
the consumer staples and
health care sectors.
Outperformance in the fixed
income sleeve was led by our
investment-grade and highyield corporate credit
positioning.
• Our asset allocation remains
overweight equities versus fixed
income; given uncertainties in
the outlook for the global
economy, we have increased
emphasis on companies with
less potential for volatility in
their earnings results. In fixed
income, our corporate credit
positioning remains defensive,
due to concerns around tight
valuations and the subdued
outlook for earnings.
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another of the company’s melanoma drugs, Yervoy, will together
prove successful in treating lung cancer. We are also optimistic
these drugs will successfully treat broader cancer types. We
added to our position during the quarter.
Dollar Tree was another detractor, as an overall slow
environment for retailers weighed on sales. The stock was also
negatively impacted by the more competitive pricing
environment created by deflationary food prices. However, we
remain encouraged by the opportunity for Dollar Tree’s
management team to continue improving margins for the
former Family Dollar franchise.
Altria Group also detracted from performance amid general
weakness in consumer staples. Tobacco products had strongerthan-expected volume growth in 2015, and the return to slight
volume declines in the segment weighed on the stock. Reduced
demand has been driven, in part, by higher gas prices, which
have reduced the spending power of their customers. Further,
increased concern around the regulatory environment for
tobacco has negatively affected the stock price. We appreciate
that the company has continued to maintain pricing discipline
and grow profits, and we continue to believe Altria will generate
high cash flows despite these headwinds.
While the aforementioned stocks detracted from performance,
we were pleased by the results of other companies in the
portfolio. MasterCard was the largest individual contributor. The
company has benefited from the global secular theme of
consumers favoring credit card and electronic financial
transactions over cash. The company’s strong growth potential
was on display during the quarter as MasterCard reported
better-than-expected earnings and revenue growth.
Microsoft was another leading contributor. The stock was up
after the company announced positive earnings results and a
better-than-expected outlook for profit margins. Continued
momentum in the cloud-platform, Azure, aided performance, as
did relative strength in personal computer sales. We like the
company’s continued efforts to return excess capital to
shareholders and believe management’s focus on sound
business decisions, including the decision to close down its
Nokia division, will prove beneficial.
Apple also performed well during the quarter, benefiting from a
well-received product launch of the company’s iPhone 7. Mobile
carriers have been heavily marketing the new phone’s debut in
an effort to win customers away from other carriers, further
supporting demand. Apple, like Microsoft, has been increasingly
returning capital to shareholders. Additionally, we continue to
believe that the company has the opportunity to differentiate
itself from its competition through its service business.
The Fund’s fixed income sleeve outperformed its benchmark,
the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index. Our
corporate credit positioning drove outperformance during the

quarter. In a spread tightening environment, our overweight to
investment grade and our out-of-index exposure to high yield
both proved beneficial. Strong security selection in corporate
credit and spread carry (a measure of excess income generated
by the Fund’s corporate credit holdings) also aided relative
results. We were particularly pleased with the performance of
specialty chemical manufacturer Albemarle Corporation. Our
thesis generally played out in this fundamentally sound issuer.
Our position has benefited from positive sentiment surrounding
the company's deleveraging following the sale of its Chemetall
surface treatment business.
At the credit sector level, relative contributors were led by our
holdings in technology and banking as well as our overweight
allocation in brokerage, asset managers and exchanges.
Outperformance in technology was primarily driven by security
selection, including exposure to Seagate Technology. Following
three challenging quarters, demand for personal computers and
enterprise infrastructure firmed. The hard disk manufacturer
benefited, in line with the cyclical technology sector as a whole.
Security selection also contributed to strong relative
performance in the banking sector, largely due to preferred
exposure and bank hybrids. Our analysts research individual
issues, evaluating their place in the capital structure to identify
what we believe to be the securities with the most attractive
characteristics for investment. Our positioning in these
securities, which behave akin to high-yield corporate credit,
aided outperformance in the sector.
Wireline communications was the leading sector detractor on a
relative basis. We were generally overweight the sector, which
continued to grind tighter with the broader market. However,
the shorter dated nature of our securities was a drag on relative
performance, given that the longer tenured securities prevalent
in the benchmark tended to perform better.
Detracting at the individual issuer level was restaurant company
Brinker International, owner of Chili’s and Maggiano’s Little Italy
restaurant chains. Management recently reneged on its
commitment to delever the balance sheet, and issued debt for
the purpose of share repurchases. We trimmed the position, as
this decision is a violation of our long-term thesis. The
unexpected change in management intentions led to a
downgrade of the issuer by all three major ratings agencies
during the quarter.
On an asset class level, our commercial mortgage-backed
securities (CMBS) boosted relative results, primarily due to
spread carry. We allocate to higher quality, shorter duration
positions with what we consider to be strong risk-adjusted
return opportunities. In our view, single asset, single borrower
deals offer better relative value than conduit, or multi-loan,
deals. Our underweight allocation in U.S. Treasurys also aided
relative performance, as investor interest cooled at the margins.
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For detailed performance information or to download a Fact Sheet, please visit www.janus.com/funds

Outlook
Heading into the last few months of the year, market
participants are deliberating the hawkish tone of the Fed’s
September meeting announcement and what that means for a
potential interest rate hike in 2016. However, downward
revisions to both gross domestic product (GDP) and inflation
forecasts seem to contrast with the Fed’s own comments that
the “case for an increase in the federal funds rate has
strengthened.” The Fed has lowered their expected rate hike
trajectory as well as the rate they view as normal over the
longer term, leading us to expect a very moderate pace for this
Fed tightening cycle.
We continue to believe equity valuations present more attractive
risk-adjusted opportunities relative to fixed income. However,
we have begun reducing our equity exposure on the margin to
reflect our more cautious outlook. Despite investors’ more “riskon” mindset during the quarter, we remain cognizant that
markets aren’t out of the woods yet. Looking to the end of
2016 and beyond, the U.S. could potentially lead an economic
recovery, in our view, and, thereby, a normalization in interest
rates over time. Alternatively, there are concerns that
deflationary forces are picking up, which could put further
downward pressure on interest rates and weigh on the global
economy. The upcoming U.S. election and unknown outcome is
also creating the potential for market volatility. Given the
uncertainties in the economic outlook, our equity positioning is
modestly more defensive. We have reduced our exposure to

cyclical names where we have less conviction, particularly in the
industrials sector. Increased chatter surrounding regulatory
caps on drug pricing has led us to trim lower conviction names
in health care. We are emphasizing names that have less
volatility in their earnings results.
Within the fixed income sleeve, we anticipate a range-bound
environment for the foreseeable future and low volatility on the
long-end of the curve. We intend to keep duration in a tight
band as we move toward year end. As it pertains to corporate
credit, we believe overall valuations remain full while the outlook
for earnings remains stagnant in the face of stalled GDP
growth. However, the environment has stabilized considerably
from the first quarter. In the wake of regulator opposition to a
number of mergers and acquisitions (M&A), executives have
become more cautious on large transactions and our concerns
over excessive issuance as a result of M&A have subsided.
Additionally, negative interest rates in many developed
countries continue to drive investors’ search for yield. Global
demand for U.S. corporate credit is robust as a result, and this
dynamic has modestly improved our outlook for the asset class.
We are incrementally adding to credit, but our composition of
credit remains defensive and focused on higher quality issuers
with strong balance sheets. We will continue to err on the side
of caution where credit is concerned, with emphasis on the
importance of security avoidance. Our fixed income positioning
reflects our client-focus and emphasis on capital preservation
and strong risk-adjusted returns.

Top Equity Sleeve Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 9/30/16
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

MasterCard Inc

4.24

0.64

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co

2.96

-1.11

Microsoft Corp

4.93

0.60

Dollar Tree Inc

1.65

-0.33

Apple Inc

2.41

0.53

Altria Group Inc

3.74

-0.31

Alphabet Inc

3.43

0.46

Hershey Co

1.43

-0.27

Amgen Inc

4.20

0.42

Kroger Co

1.02

-0.25

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds.
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Top Contributors

Top Detractors

MasterCard: The global card payment network connects
consumers, financial institutions, merchants, governments
and businesses, enabling them to use electronic forms of
payment instead of cash and checks. We like MasterCard
for its high return on invested capital business and growth
potential as well as its strong balance sheet and quality
management team. A majority of its revenues are generated
outside the U.S., where many markets have a lower
penetration of cards/electronic payments and are
experiencing significantly faster electronic purchase
volume growth.

Bristol-Myers Squibb: We like the potential of the
company’s immuno-oncology franchise, headlined by Opdivo,
which is proving effective in treating an expanding number
of different cancers. We also believe the company’s focus on
selling “super-premium” products to the developed world
positions it better than many other
pharmaceutical companies.

Microsoft: The company develops, manufactures, licenses,
sells and supports software products. Microsoft offers
operating system software, server application software,
business and consumer applications software, software
development tools, and Internet and intranet software. We
believe the company is not being given enough credit for its
productivity tools and also its public and private
cloud offerings.
Apple: One of the world’s largest mobile device and
computer makers, Apple has been the beneficiary of
incremental sales opportunities and increased penetration in
new geographies, mobile service providers and
product categories.
Alphabet: The Internet search engine leader, which was
formerly known as Google, is benefiting from strong growth
in mobile search through its Android software for mobile
devices. We think Android’s rapidly growing installed base
will provide the company significant control over its mobile
search and display advertising destiny. We also believe the
company’s mobile and tablet search business will more than
neutralize the impact of its declining desktop computer
search business in developed markets. We also believe
YouTube is well positioned to benefit from secular growth in
online video.
Amgen: We believe that this biotechnology company is
capable of significantly expanding margins over the next
several years. The company has multiple new products
launching. Among them is Repatha, a cholesterol-lowering
therapy that has the potential to dramatically increase
revenues. Amgen has plentiful free cash flow which provides
management with the opportunity to repurchase stock or
make additional acquisitions, should it elect to do so. We are
also attracted to the company’s strong balance sheet.

Dollar Tree: We think the company, which recently acquired
Family Dollar, will benefit from industry consolidation. We
see a number of synergies and cost-cutting opportunities as
it integrates Family Dollar. We also believe that an improved
consumer spending environment, particularly for lowerincome consumers, is a tailwind for the company.
Altria Group: The tobacco company remains an attractive
holding given its historical ability to generate significant
levels of cash, a high percentage of which is returned to
shareholders via dividends and share buybacks. We think
despite declining cigarette volumes in the U.S., Altria’s cash
flows will grow moderately over time as the company
continues to improve margins and grow the
non-cigarette business.
The Hershey Company: We feel the provider of chocolate
and confectionery products will demonstrate better profit
growth relative to peers due to a dramatically improved
product pipeline and strong marketing support, which has
led to solid organic sales growth in the U.S. The company is
also restructuring its manufacturing base in the U.S., which
should result in material cost savings. Finally, we believe the
investments in snack-brand acquisitions and international
distribution capabilities will also contribute to cash flow
growth in the coming years.
Kroger: The company operates supermarkets and
convenience stores in the U.S. as well as manufactures and
processes some of the foods that its supermarkets sell. As a
best-in-class retailer they continue to gain market share with
private label brand expansions, their loyalty program and
better data analytics.
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Top Fixed Income Sleeve Relative Contributing and Detracting Issuers Held for the Quarter Ended 9/30/16
Top Contributors

Average
Weight (%)

Relative
Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Average
Weight (%)

Relative
Contribution (%)

Seagate Technology

0.43

0.10

Brinker International Inc

0.29

-0.02

U.S. Treasury Notes/Bonds

17.50

0.03

Government National Mortgage Assn

5.20

-0.01

Federal National Mortgage Assn

18.30

0.03

Verizon Communications, Inc.

0.28

-0.01

Albemarle Corp

0.26

0.03

AT&T Inc

0.88

-0.01

Morgan Stanley

1.16

0.02

CNO Financial Group Inc

0.26

-0.01

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds.
Relative contribution is the difference between the issuer's contribution to the portfolio's performance versus that issuer's contribution to the benchmark's
performance. It reflects how the portfolio's holdings impacted return relative to the benchmark. Cash and issuers not held in the portfolio are excluded.
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Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/info. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
The discussion and data quoted are based upon the results, holdings and characteristics of the Janus Investment Fund ("JIF") mutual fund. Such data may vary for
the Janus Aspen Series ("JAS") portfolio due to asset size, investment guidelines, diversity of portfolio holdings and other factors. We believe the JIF mutual fund
most closely reflects the portfolio management style for this strategy.
As of 9/30/16 the top ten portfolio holdings of Janus Balanced Fund are: Microsoft Corp (3.10%), MasterCard Inc (2.66%), Amgen Inc (2.64%), Boeing Co
(2.45%), Altria Group Inc (2.35%), Alphabet Inc (2.16%), NIKE Inc (2.09%), LyondellBasell Industries NV (2.08%), CME Group Inc (1.92%) and Costco Wholesale
Corp (1.89%). There are no assurances that any Janus portfolio currently holds these securities or other securities mentioned in this commentary.
The opinions are as of 9/30/16 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
For fixed income portfolios, relative contribution is calculated by rolling up securities by issuer and comparing the daily returns for securities in the portfolio relative
to those in the index. Relative contribution is based on returns gross of advisory fees, and may differ from actual performance.
A Fund’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Fund may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Fund has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, Fund holdings and other
details.
Fixed income securities are subject to interest rate, inflation, credit and default risk. The bond market is volatile. As interest rates rise, bond prices
usually fall, and vice versa. The return of principal is not guaranteed, and prices may decline if an issuer fails to make timely payments or its credit
strength weakens.
S&P 500® Index measures broad U.S. equity performance.
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based measure of the investment grade, US dollar-denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market.
Balanced Index is an internally-calculated, hypothetical combination of total returns from the S&P 500® Index (55%) and the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate
Bond Index (45%).
A Fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus International Holding LLC. © Janus International Holding LLC.
Funds distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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